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 Artificial sample, mix of known strains
 Typically 10 - 80 strains
 HMP widely used for 16S, has 21

 Even: equal concentrations
 cells, genome mass or 16S mass -- quite different!

 Staggered: range of abundances
 Extreme: species >97% identical
 Validate denoising

Alice, mock turtle and griffyn



 MiSeq 2x250 V4
 Mock samples only
 2 Even, 2 Staggered



 At least 26 contaminant species
 <97% to mock and not chimeric and 100% match to SILVA 

 Cluster at 97% to minimize double-counting

 More contaminants than designed!

 Abundances 93, 73, 6, 5, 5, ... reads
 Higher than some mock species

 Mostly singletons



Huge amplification bias

Abundance varies by 4 orders of magnitude!



6 or 7 species missing

15 or 16 OTUs, not 21



 MiSeq 2x250 V4
 Mock, Soil, Human gut, Mouse gut





 OTUs in the mock samples
 Expected about 21... oops
 What the heck are they?
 read errors, chimeras...??



Mock Soil Human MouseOTU %id Refseq

Green -- mock

Orange -- other



 Spurious OTUs in mock samples
 MiSeq index read errors
 ~0.5% of reads assigned to wrong sample
 QIIME Illumina filter: discard OTUs < 0.005%
 Bokulich et al. (2013) Nat Meth



 Kozich et al. and Bokulich et al. did not 
analyze mock OTU sequences

 Only the number of OTUs
 a.k.a. richness or alpha diversity



 "Correct" nr. OTUs can be > or < nr. strains
 More: Contaminants and cross-talk

 More: Paralogs <97% identical

 Less: Species missing, e.g. primer mismatches

 Less: Strains >97% identical

 Right number for wrong reason
 Plus spurious OTUs due to cross-talk, chimeras, errors

 Minus missing strains due to bias, mismatches

 Tune parameters on mock, results may not generalize

 Should identify and classify sequences!



 Sequence analysis requires mock ref. db.
 All the mock 16S sequences, and nothing but

 No such database exists, as far as I know
 HMP mock has a ref db in circulation

▪ Not published or explained

 Has all known sequences for the species(?)
▪ not just the ATCC strains

 Missing resource
 would be useful contribution, especially for HMP

 might be possible using finished genomes?



 Always include a mock sample as a control
 Make OTUs from reads for all samples
 Validate mock OTUs by aligning to ref. seqs.
 Not taxonomy prediction (RDP, UTAX) -- low resolution

 Check for chimeras, contaminants, cross-talk
 USEARCH v9 (coming soon)
 annotate command compares to mock ref & SILVA

 reports good sequences and chimeras

 hard to implement (fake models)


